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Two
Despite being a renowned mural artist, Misty finds herself in despair and lonely in
bustling San Francisco. When she seeks comfort in Curt, the one person she
trusts, the veil of grief starts to lift. The longtime friendship begins to grow into
something more than Misty ever dreamed possible. However, Curt possesses a
secret that threatens their deepening connection of love. All he can do is pray it
will not destroy their promising future when he has no choice but to finally tell her
the truth.
Martin Armstrong came at last into his own upon publication of St. Christopher's
Day. Previously known to a small inner circle only, he now found himself week
after week in the list of best sellers published by such papers as The Observer,
The Spectator, and John O' London's Weekly; and with a novel, moreover, which
the majority of critics regarded as artistically an advance on any of his previous
work. Those who have sympathetically watched this growth both in popularity
and in artistic achievement will not, we think, be disappointed by The Sleeping
Fury.
Allen Atkins, a NASA scientist stung by lies and false accusations during his
divorce trial, has developed an almost foolproof lie detector. His tranquil life is
suddenly turned upside down when he is asked by a friend to use it to help solve
a high-profile murder case. The defense team immediately becomes under
surveillance and the target of several murder attempts by seemingly unrelated
criminal elements. Even as the case is resolved, and the lie detector system
helps identify the true murderer, a top-secret branch of the CIA virtually kidnaps
Allen to enlist his aid in several matters of "national security". He quickly enters
the realm of "black ops" espionage, defectors, mercenaries, "safe houses" and
terrorism and somehow survives.
Discover the roguishly handsome Sharpe siblings in the sparkling Hellions of
Hallstead Hall series from New York Times bestselling author Sabrina Jeffries.
Oliver Sharpe, the Marquess of Stoneville, has been London’s most notorious
rake for years. Fed up with his behavior, his grandmother threatens to disinherit
him if he doesn’t tame his wild ways and wed within the year. Outraged, Oliver
decides to hire a woman from a brothel to pose as his fiancée to prove that he
can’t be forced into marriage. When he meets Maria Butterfield, a beautiful
American woman who is searching for her fiancé in the most unlikely of places,
he knows she’s perfect for his ruse. But before long, Oliver finds himself willing
to risk anything to make Maria his—even his heart, and the dark secret he hides
inside it. With “delectably witty dialogue, subtly named characters, and scorching
sexual chemistry between two perfectly matched protagonists” (Booklist), this is
an unputdownable and charming romance.
Gene, a truth seeker, possesses an insatiable desire to prove to himself and
others whether or not the Bible is truly inspired by God or manufactured by
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powerful, manipulative men. He gains knowledge of secretly held manuscripts
that could unveil the truth. His contact is an alluring female and a free-loving
spirit. Allison, a seductive temptress and dealer in fine art, learns of a talented
and mysterious artist she must locate to introduce to the art world. She is
assisted by a handsome, Spanish, conquistador of women. Gene and Allison
meet, love consumes them, and they journey to the Costa del Sol in Spain,
where both of their treasures await.
This is a book about my bipolar - biracial 20-year marriage. It reveals the reality
of a modern day love story that starts from the beginning which takes you on an
unbelievable, unexpected ride through the ups and downs of a marriage. The
message of the book is that things can happen in one's relationship but we must
ask the question we stay or leave based on circumstances. Nevertheless,
sometimes we say ""What Da Fck?"" through this roller coaster we call life.
School teacher, Anna O 'Riley's melancholy Sunday abruptly changes with a
knock on her door from an Austin Police Officer. She's even more startled to
learn that she is a person of interest in a brutal homicide that occurred at the
downtown Cathedral that she has been an active member of for almost twenty
years. Her summer vacation from school takes her from Cozumel to San Miguel
De Allende and back to Austin all in a vain attempt to solve the mystery
surrounding the death of her fiancé and the whereabouts of his autistic child.
Betrayal and lies confront her at every turn. But through peril and love she
eventually discovers her own oasis of truth.
Get the first four books in the New York Times bestselling Delta Force Heroes
series all in one action-packed bundle! Rescuing Rayne: As a flight attendant,
Rayne Jackson is used to cancellations, but she never dreamed her latest would
lead to a whirlwind tour of London with a handsome stranger…or a life-altering
night in his bed. One evening is all the enigmatic man can give her, and Rayne
greedily takes it, despite suspecting it will never be enough. Heading home after
another extreme mission, Keane "Ghost" Bryson hadn't planned to seduce
someone during his layover, but Rayne is too sweet to resist. Being a Delta
Force member means lying to protect his identity, which is unfortunate,
considering Rayne seems made for Ghost. For the first time in his life, regret fills
him as he slips away the following morning. Both are shocked when, months
later, they meet again—under the worst possible circumstances. Seems fate has
given them a second chance…if they can survive the terrorist situation they're in. If
Rayne can forgive Ghost his lies. And if Ghost can trust Rayne to be strong
enough to endure the secrets and uncertainty that come with loving a Delta Force
soldier. Rescuing Aimee: Aimee O’Brien has harbored a not-so-little crush on
her school’s new first-grade teacher since the beginning of the year. Tall,
muscled, with long hair and a beard, and a penchant for wearing silly ties to
amuse his students…the man is too gorgeous for words. No one is more surprised
than her when Tony makes his interest clear. Tony Santoro’s time in the military
directly influenced his new choice of career—and his choice in women. He’s
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looking for someone of substance, and Aimee has far more to offer than just her
adorably disheveled look. The very day he finally works up the nerve to ask
Aimee out, is the day unspeakable violence explodes in the school. Trapped in
the gym, Aimee and Tony will have to work together to get out with their
lives…and the lives of the dozens of students trapped with them. Rescuing Emily:
Renting out the apartment over his garage shouldn’t be a life-changing decision,
but when Delta soldier Cormac “Fletch” Fletcher meets Emily Grant, he feels an
instant connection. He can’t stand the thought of Emily and her young daughter
living anywhere unsafe. Offering cheap rent is a small price to pay for their
safety…and Fletch’s peace of mind. Being a single mother is difficult at best, but
renting the extremely affordable space from Fletch makes Emily’s life a lot
easier…until it doesn’t. Suddenly all the money she’s saving thanks to Fletch’s
generosity is going into the hands of a blackmailer. And what little food Emily can
afford goes to her daughter Annie, so the girl doesn’t go to bed hungry…leaving
Emily weaker and weaker. When miscommunication has Emily assuming Fletch
is in on the blackmail, he not only has to gain her trust, but also deal with a man
holding a grudge against Fletch and his entire Delta Force team. A task made
more difficult when the dangerous man gets his hands on Emily and Annie...
Rescuing Harley: Video game coder, Harley Kelso, thought a tandem skydive
would help her make her latest game more realistic. Instead, it literally put her in
the arms of the sexiest man she’s ever seen. Geeky to the core, Harley is the
polar opposite of big and burly Beckett, but that doesn’t stop her from wanting to
play more carnal games with the sexy soldier. When Beckett “Coach” Ralston
offers to fill-in at a friend’s skydiving club, he doesn’t suspect he’ll meet a
woman who will change his life—and he definitely doesn’t expect her to save it.
But that’s exactly what happens when an accident mid-air forces Harley to land
them both safely. She’s earned Coach’s complete gratitude, and even more,
sexual interest… Until she disappears without a trace. With Harley missing, a
happy ending might not be in the cards for the man who loves her—especially
when he becomes the main suspect. *** Read what others are saying about New
York Times bestselling author, Susan Stoker: "Riveting action and characters
you'll love!” Elle James, NYT Bestselling Author “If you love alpha heroes and
nail-biting romantic suspense, then you can’t go wrong with Susan Stoker.”
Sawyer Bennett, NYT Bestselling Author “No one does military romance like
Susan Stoker!” Corinne Michaels, NYT Bestselling Author “Susan Stoker knows
what women want. A hot hero who needs to save a damsel in distress…even if
she can save herself!” CD Reiss, NYT Bestselling Author “When you pick up a
Susan Stoker book you know exactly what you’re going to get…a hot alpha hero
and a smart, sassy heroine. I can’t get enough!” Jessica Hawkins, USAT
Bestselling Author “I love reading about men in uniform and Susan always
delivers…the full package!” Kayti McGee “Susan writes the perfect blend of
tough, alpha heroes and strong yet vulnerable heroines. I always feel emotionally
satisfied at the end of one of her stories!” Meghan March, NYT Bestselling
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Author “One thing I love about Susan Stoker’s books is that she knows how to
deliver a perfect HEA while still making sure the villain gets what he/she
deserves!” T.M. Frazier, NYT Bestselling Author “Nail biting suspense,
heartwarming charm, and downright sexy characters you can't help but fall in love
with.” Lainey Reese, USA Today Bestselling Author “Nobody does intense
action better than Susan Stoker” Desiree Holt, USAT Bestselling Author
“Another winner! Sexy and action-packed, what I’ve come to expect from Susan
Stoker! Cristin Harber, NYT Bestselling Author "Susan does romantic suspense
right! Edge of my seat + smokin' hot = read ALL of her books! Now.” Carly
Phillips, NY Times Bestselling Author --- Read the entire Delta Force Heroes
romance series! Rescuing Rayne Rescuing Emily Rescuing Harley Marrying
Emily Rescuing Kassie Rescuing Bryn Rescuing Casey Rescuing Sadie
Rescuing Wendy Rescuing Mary Rescuing Macie Topics: contemporary
romance, military romance, series, romantic suspense series, mystery, bbw
romance, funny romance, modern romance, urban romance, Texas, Texas
romance, wealthy, USA today, USA today bestseller, homeless romance, city
romance, smart romance, mystery, dogs in romance, lighthearted romance, hot
romance, susan stoker, susan stoker romance, proposal, proposal romance,
engagement, engagement romance, new york times bestseller romance, NYT
romance, new york times romance, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, family,
love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary
romance, romance series, long series, long romance series, army, army series,
former military, cop, police officer, policeman, cop romance, wealthy hero,
firefighter, fireman, fireman romance, sassy, strong heroine, captivating romance,
hot, hot romance, forbidden love, sparks, loyalty, swoon, contemporary, rescue,
kidnap, handicap, justice, single mother, Texas, Officer, enlisted, daughter,
shelter, claiming, defending, protect, damsel in distress, hospital, doctor, drama,
action and adventure, action romance, Texas, Delta Force, Army romance,
veteran, disabled veteran, former soldier, soldier, romantic, paraplegic, Killeen,
Fort Hood, bundle, anthology, box set, Other readers of Stoker's books enjoyed
books by: Riley Edwards, Caitlyn O'Leary, Maryann Jordan, Dale Mayer, Lynn
Raye Harris, Cat Johnson, Alexis Abbott, Meli Raine, Nicole Elliot, Lori Ryan,
Meghan March, Kristin Ashley, Kris Michaels, Brittney Sahin, Sharon Hamilton,
Catherine Cowles, Lexi Blake, Piper Davenport, Abbie Zanders, Lani Lynn Vale,
and Kristen Proby.
In the teens and twenties, New York was home to a rich variety of literary
subcultures. Within these intermingled worlds, gender lines and other boundaries
were crossed in ways that were hardly imaginable in previous decades. Among
the bohemians of Greenwich Village, the sophisticates of the Algonquin Round
Table, and the literati of the Harlem Renaissance, certain women found fresh,
powerful voices through which to speak and write. Enda St. Vincent Millay and
Dorothy Parker are now best remembered for their colorful lives; Genevieve
Taggard, Gwendolyn Bennett, and Helene Johnson are hardly remembered at
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all. Yet each made a serious literary contribution to the meaning of modern
femininity, relationship, and selfhood. Making Love Modern uncovers the deep
historical sensitivity and interest in these women's love poetry. Placing their work
in the context of subcultures nested within national culture, Nina Miller explores
the tensions that make this literature so rewarding for contemporary readers. A
poetry of intimate expression, it also functioned powerfully as public assertion.
The writers themselves were high-profile embodiments of femininity, the local
representatives of New Womanhood within their male-centered subcultural
worlds. This book captures the literary lives of these woman as well as the
complex subcultures they inhabited--Harlem, the Village, and glamorous midtown
Manhattan.
Describes the natural stages of love, refutes various romantic notions that can
undermine a relationship, offers realistic insights designed to strengthen the
bonds of love, and presents suggestions on how to transform a relationship.
Romantic Comedy offers an introduction to the analysis of a popular but
overlooked film genre. The book provides an overview of Hollywood's romantic
comedy conventions, examining iconography, narrative patterns, and ideology.
Chapters discuss important subgroupings within the genre: screwball sex
comedy and the radical romantic comedy of the 1970s. A final chapter traces the
lasting influence of these earlier forms within current romantic comedies. Films
include: Pillow Talk (1959), Annie Hall (1977), and You've Got Mail (1998).
Alex Kuisis was a happily married early-childhood-educator-turned-event-plannerturned-health coach, living what she considered to be a beautiful and fulfilling life
in Denver, Colorado when the doorbell rang on September 1, 2016. It was the
police, there to arrest her for seven felony crimes that she did not commit. She
quickly realized that when someone we deeply love turns around and causes us
heart-shattering pain and suffering, it can traumatize us to the very core of our
soul. Fortunately, she also learned that our hardships do not define us. The way
we choose to rise in their aftermath does. "Truth Matters, Love Wins" is an
astounding account of fighting false accusations in a slanted criminal justice
system, but it goes far beyond that. This brave memoir also serves as an uplifting
testament to choosing integrity and personal introspection when responding to
the staggering levels of heartache caused by damaging lies. Alex’s dedication to
surviving her darkest hour by relying on faith, love, and her trust in all that is good
about the world will captivate and inspire you. A must-read for anyone curious
about how to exorcise the pain and anger that accompanies life’s most
devastating curveballs, “Truth Matters, Love Wins” showcases the pure spiritual
power of keeping love close when you know you have the truth on your side.
On the run and in the shadows, the life of a killer is bleak indeed. Jon Harper is
no more, and the soulless shadow he has become lingers in the darkness,
craving solace and answers. In order to make sense of his past and the creature
he has become, V must seek out another vampire, Cassius. With his dangerous
lover and sole companion, Thorn, by his side, V must venture into the unknown in
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an attempt to make sense of his actions and reveal the true purpose of the
vampires. Thorn and the vampires are even stranger than he thought. Dive back
into the heart of darkness in P.A. Ross’ dark fantasy series Vampire Formula in
this all new thrilling sequel that will leave you thirsty for more. Embrace the
darkness and grab your copy of The Truth of Vengeance today! keywords:
vampires, vampire series, supernatural, paranormal, coming of age, genetic
engineering, science fiction, mash ups, vampire hunters,bad girlfriend, vampire
girl, bullied, vampire vengeance, anti-heroes, vengeance, becoming
superhuman, department 19 , will hill, cirque du freak , darren shan
An Exploration of the Joys of the Human Condition and the Astounding Secrets
of the Universe and the Mind Through the Life of a Loving Couple Engaged in the
Ultimate Relationship Across the Centuries and into the Future. Escaping from a
monastery-abbey that engulfed itself in the flames of ignorance, such as the one
in in the book "The Name of the Rose," they, our ever returning couple, salvage a
mysterious book of quatrains that guides them through the joys and follies of the
human condition as they live out its words, for the proof of all writing is to live it.
So close in thought that they need not even be named at first, our couple takes a
picaresque journey through the first part of the book to solve the difficulties of life
as they are encountered in their travels through the forested countryside. Alive
and positive, it makes you want to run right out and live. Includes the Book of
Quatrains and the Journal. Many grayscale illustrations. Magical and Mystical.
It is my great joy to introduce you to Wild Love, this volume of ecstatic poetry by DreamingBear Baraka Kanaan. A true spoken word genius, Dreaming-Bear is this generation's poet
laureate of the heart. Dreaming-Bear is a master of metaphor; "each molecule-mantra"
tenderly kissing the soul's "supernova of senses. As you turn these pages, be prepared to be
awakened as his eloquent and alluring words transport you to the "naked tenderness of truth
and the laughter and playfulness of "holy amorous mischief." Dreaming-Bear's spiritual DNA is
powerful. A prodigy of Native American and Middle Eastern (Lebanese)decent, his ancestry
illustrates a similar lineage with some of the worlds most profound poets: Gibran, Rumi, and
Hafiz. Reminiscent of these poetic greats, Dreaming-Bear's understanding of science and spirit
as well as his deep attunement to the whispers of nature allow you to see yourself as Lover
and Beloved, in universal Oneness. Through his words we become enlightened, separation
becomes an illusion, and a spiritual awakening unfolds. Our layers of identity, stories, victories,
and laments to the Self that transcend personality disappear and we discover or our ultimate
identity that is everyone and everything. Far from a state of self-delusion or escapism, this
awakening represents the ultimate development of the most valuable qualities of human life:
kindness, compassion, freedom, intelligence, and creativity. Under Dreaming-Bear's love spell,
you will be ravished by "subatomic particles having a party" and will be moved to "undress your
soul inside your heart's hallway." Together with Dreaming-Bear we can end the emotional
ignorance of the past and learn to treat each other and ourselves with greater dignity and
understanding. His work deserves a wide and universal audience of not only poetry lovers, but
also of life lovers everywhere. His vision is fully worthy of our cosmic status as spiritual beings
in human form. "Wild Love" can uplift the human race into human grace, where we can live
"the light of a billion suns" and "surrender everything to love" for "tonight we dance!" - Harold
Bloomfield, M.D., author of nineteen books including The New York Times best-seller "How to
Survive the Loss of a Love." In the tradition of Rumi or Hafiz, Wild Love is a collection of love
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spells written in luminous word tapestries and divinely orchestrated to deeply inspire,
passionately move, and spiritually intoxicate the reader to rise soul over senses in love.
Through each heartfelt, magical, and poetic spell you will find yourself awakening to the
unconditional love of Source, Lover, and the Earth.
Hot? Hell, Yeah. If you ask Killian O'Brien, Hell gets a bad rap. True, he's a demon, so he's
bound to be a little biased. But he's got great job security, all the women he can handle, a body
to die for--literally--and free reign to do as he likes. Or he did, until teenager Daisy Reed and
her two friends got hold of a book of spells and summoned him to do their bidding. Their
demand: find Daisy's older sister, Poppy, a boyfriend. Can't be that difficult, right? It's not like
the woman is unattractive. Truth be told, Poppy is irresistible--and mind-blowingly sexy. Which
is exactly why finishing this simple little assignment so he can be sent back where he came
from is turning out to be the hardest thing Killian's ever done. . . Praise for the novels of Kathy
Love ". . .a compelling concoction of dread, desire, and delight." --Erin McCarthy on What a
Demon Wants "Fangs for the Memories will make you laugh until milk comes out of your nose.
No, really." --MaryJanice Davidson
The romance novel has the strange distinction of being the most popular but least respected of
literary genres. While it remains consistently dominant in bookstores and on best-seller lists, it
is also widely dismissed by the critical community. Scholars have alleged that romance novels
help create subservient readers, who are largely women, by confining heroines to stories that
ignore issues other than love and marriage. Pamela Regis argues that such critical studies fail
to take into consideration the personal choice of readers, offer any true definition of the
romance novel, or discuss the nature and scope of the genre. Presenting the counterclaim that
the romance novel does not enslave women but, on the contrary, is about celebrating freedom
and joy, Regis offers a definition that provides critics with an expanded vocabulary for
discussing a genre that is both classic and contemporary, sexy and entertaining. Taking the
stance that the popular romance novel is a work of literature with a brilliant pedigree, Regis
asserts that it is also a very old, stable form. She traces the literary history of the romance
novel from canonical works such as Richardson's Pamela through Austen's Pride and
Prejudice, Brontë's Jane Eyre, and E. M. Hull's The Sheik, and then turns to more
contemporary works such as the novels of Georgette Heyer, Mary Stewart, Janet Dailey,
Jayne Ann Krentz, and Nora Roberts.
A Romance Box Set Love Connection – A Heartwarming Second Chance Romance I Have
Never – A Laugh Out Loud Office Romance A Christmas Date – A Fake Relationship Holiday
Romance To the Stars and Back – A Billionaire Romcom From Thailand with Love – An
Adventure Enemies to Lovers Romance You May Kiss the Bridesmaid – A Wedding Date
Romantic Comedy Praise for Camilla Isley's Books Filled with witty banter, humor and heart
Love Connection is a delightful read that will make you feel good and leave you with a smile on
your face. Novelgossip Funny. Heartbreaking. Hopeful. Different. The Well-Read Pirate Queen
It reminded me of the movie Sliding Doors but BETTER! Hello Chick Lit Flawless, Enthralling,
Irresistible! Loved it! ItaPixie's Book Corner With Love Connection you are getting two books in
one...I have never read a book like this... Oh...and the ending is AMAZING!! Boundless Book
Reviews *Sigh* *Giddy happy laugh* Oh, wow! Damn! I cannot... just can't believe... a truly
romantic book... AND I LOVED IT! Bloggin' & Writing It was enjoyable to see these two
different futures unfold, and I liked the mystery of who Gemma would end up with in the end,
and whether the two futures would somehow merge. Sarah Elizabeth's Bookshelf This book
was AMAZING. Once again Camilla Isley has written and delivered us a funny, romantic, can't
put down book. I loved every minute of it. Beautiful Book Blog A dishy boss, some fab new
colleagues and a cute puppy made this a perfect chick lit with a dream like romance. The
Chloé Douglas Blog If you like bubbly feelgood love stories I Have Never will probably make
you laugh just as hard as it made me. With Love for Books You will laugh, root for all the
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characters and fall in love with this book (possibly even Mr. Right too!). For The Love of Chick
Lit If you're into Sophie Kinsella then I think you'd like Camilla's writing. Chrissi Reads I was
hooked right from the very beginning and I didn't want to put it down. Rebecca Book Review
This is a sparkling, fun, quick and easy to read story that I enjoyed every moment of. Rachel
Random Reads This book is a laugh out loud, perfect summer read. Cosy Cute Knits In all
honesty, I don't think I read this book without a smile on my face. The entire storyline was
written brilliantly, it's such a fun and uplifting novel. The Writing Garnet Blair is the ideal chick lit
heroine, she's sweet, a little sassy and hilarious...Richard from the first book is back, which
totally made my day, I loved his character the first time around and catching up with him was a
treat. Novelgossip This story is told in such a fun way that the reader can't help but be
captivated into Blair's chaotic life. She is a fun, smart and perfect female lead. Bookish
Lifestyle A fast paced sparkling romance. Sparkly Word Expect laughs, romance and a
sprinkling of Christmas spirit. Echoes In An Empty Room I absolutely loved this book and
found myself whizzing through it... Rachel Random Reads A fun read filled with humor, heart,
and love big enough to reach... to the stars and back. Recommended read for Contemporary
Romance, Chick Lit, and Romantic Comedy fans. Get ready to be starstruck! Satisfaction for
Insatiable Readers I completely fell for Christian in this book and it's been ages since I last felt
like this about a book boyfriend. Rachel Random Reads A fantastic romantic read that I
devoured in one sitting. Coffee and Kindle Book Reviews An addictive page turner with an
absolutely wonderful meet-cute. Romantic Reads and Such I love an amazing enemies to
lovers romantic comedy trope. This one sure gave me all the swoons and I devoured it! . There
is nothing more fun to read than a book filled with adventure, lots of action, a bit of heated
banter and amazing dialogue to a romantic and funny happily ever after story. Nurse Bookie
From Thailand with Love really is a wild ride, and well worth five stars! Chick Lit Central
A fun, sexy, and emotionally riveting new standalone romance by New York Times bestselling
author Melissa Foster. THE GRITTY TRUTH is the perfect love story for those who enjoy
fiercely loyal and insanely sexy alpha heroes, smart, sassy heroines, strong family bonds,
bikers, babies, and more! Recovering drug addict Quincy Gritt has fought his demons. He’s
confessed to his crimes and conquered his addictions. He’s finally ready to go after sweet,
sexy Roni, the gorgeous brunette who won a date with him in a charity auction five months ago
and has been putting him off, and driving him wild, ever since. Dancer Veronica “Roni”
Wescott worked hard to escape the seedy area where she was raised and followed her
dreams to Julliard, only to have them shattered in the blink of an eye. She fought hard and
regained her footing, but then the rug was pulled out from under her again when the
grandmother who raised her passed away, leaving Roni feeling adrift in a world she knows
very little about outside of dance. And then there's Charlie Hunnam–lookalike Quincy Gritt—the
man whose late-night texts pulled her through her grief and have been setting her heart aflutter
for months. Quincy pulls out all the stops, determined to prove that their friendship is only the
beginning of what’s destined to be so much more. Romantic nights lead to smoldering passion
and a deep connection too strong to be denied. But when Quincy’s past comes back to haunt
him, can he and Roni accept their new gritty truth, or will Quincy spiral back into the darkness
and lose the future he fought so hard to have? For more Whiskey love stories, check out
Melissa’s other Whiskey novels. TRU BLUE (Truman Gritt) TRULY MADLY WHISKEY (Bear
Whiskey) DRIVING WHISKEY WILD (Bullet Whiskey) WICKED WHISKEY LOVE (Bones
Whiskey) MAD ABOUT MOON (Jed Moon) TAMING MY WHISKEY (Dixie Whiskey) Don't miss
RIVER OF LOVE (Sam Braden), the first story in which the Whiskeys were introduced! The
Whiskeys are perfect beach reads with depth of story, strong family ties, and a wealth of
emotions. Small town love stories with happily ever afters guaranteed. What Readers Are
Saying About The Whiskeys: "The Whiskey series has become my happy place...As a matter
of fact this book is one of the best out of the entire series." - Britt, Red Hatter Book Blog "The
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journey to Jed and Josie's HEA was all kinds of sweet, smexy and even ovary exploding
goodness...Their bantering was fun, their heart to hearts made mine melt and the smexy was
HAWT." - Kahea, Evermore Books "I don't even have words on how spellbinding Jed's book
is!!! Melissa Foster just brought the Whiskey series to a whole new level of excellence!" Heather, Audio Loves "From heartache to heartwarming, these bad boy bikers will cast a spell
on your heart." - Isha, Hopeless Romantic "In the way that only Melissa Foster can do, this
book has ALL THE FEELS. [...] You not only fall in love with Jed and Josie, but even more
deeply for the whole gang." - Cara, Goodreads "I'm going to say that Jed has become my
favorite...I loved every word of this book." - Cat's Guilty Pleasure "If you've fallen in love with
the Whiskeys like I have, then you will definitely be mad about Moon!" - Lisa, Goodreads "From
the moment Josie and Jed "Moon" stared into each other eyes, I was hooked! A remarkable
page-turner." - Cathy, Goodreads "I am Mad about Moon...such a melt your heart, bawl your
eyes out, stand up love that Moon has for JoJo and her son." - Nancy, Goodreads "Mad About
Moon was the perfect title for this book because that is how you will feel when you are done
reading this story. I fell in love with Jed Moon right along with Josie." - Christina, Goodreads
"This story captured my emotions and my heart from the first page, and kept me enthralled
until the end. I was emotionally wrung out at the end!" - Pam, Goodreads "Bikers, steamy sex,
a strong woman, and a man who loves her and her little boy. There are some parts that'll bring
tears to your eyes. I always thought TRU BLUE would always be my favorite but this one is
right up there with it." - Whispers from Mountains "I really loved the way (Foster) conveyed the
sense of family throughout the entire story and the fact that family isn't just blood, it's so much
more than that." - Janeen, Goodreads "Melissa Foster always digs deep into her characters
and brings out all the raw emotions. I would expect nothing less." - Helene, Goodreads "I didn't
want to put my Kindle down...I completely fell for Jed, and I didn't want the story to end!" - BCD
Book Review "Melissa Foster is synonymous with sexy, swoony, heartfelt romance!" New York
Times Bestseller Lauren Blakely "You can always rely on Melissa Foster to deliver a story
that's fresh, emotional and entertaining. Make sure you have all night, because once you start
you won't want to stop reading. Every book's a winner!" NYT Bestselling Author Brenda Novak
"Melissa Foster writes worlds that draw you in, with strong heroes and brave heroines
surrounded by a community that makes you want to crawl right on through the page and live
there. - New York Times bestselling author Julia Kent NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY
BESTSELLING AUTHOR Melissa Foster is a New York Times & USA Today bestselling and
award-winning author. She writes sexy and heartwarming contemporary romance, new adult
romance, and women's fiction with emotionally compelling characters that stay with you long
after you turn the last page. Melissa's emotional journeys are lovingly erotic and always family
oriented. Melissa loves to chat with book clubs and readers, invite her to your next event.
Foster's love stories are perfect steamy romance beach reads for fans of big-family, small-town
romance. The characters are romantic and loyal, some are billionaires, others are not, and
you're always guaranteed a happily ever after. This book will resonate with people looking to
read: small-town romance, feel-good romance, contemporary romance, romantic comedy,
series, romantic comedy series, racy, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming romance, family,
love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary romance,
romance series, long series, long romance series, sassy, captivating romance, hot, hot
romance, forbidden love, sparks, loyalty, swoon, beach romance, books for summer, books for
the beach, beach series, sweetbriar, seaside, love in bloom, bradens, remingtons, ryders,
whiskeys, wicked, dirty, fierce, alpha heroes, funny romance, laugh romance, modern
romance, cape cod, cape cod romance, USA today, USA today bestseller, smart romance,
something funny to read, billionaire, billionaire romance, love story, millionaire, wealthy heroes,
happily ever after, happy ending, lighthearted romance, light romance, hot romance, romance
for adults, contemporary romance 2020, funny romance, funny romance new, swoonworthy,
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romance series, romance series, romance books, beach reads, new adult, small-town, funny,
female, stories, sensual, sensual romance, alpha male, dominant male, hot guy, fun summer
reads, love and friendship, new romance series, hot romance series, new small-town series,
beach reads 2020, new beach read, free beach house book, free beach romance, free summer
romance, free vacation romance, free summer book, steamy romance, romance series, family
romance, big family, friend romance, friends to lovers, contemporary crush, love story,
romance love, new adult romance, billionaire romance, contemporary romance and sex,
romance billionaire series, friendship.
High above the city, a young guardian searches for the enemy...and finds love. In a city rife
with evil, masked protectors secretly watch over the inhabitants, keeping the citizens safe while
hiding their own identity. One young Sentinel, however, violates her oath and loses her heart to
the woman she is charged to protect. By day, Pagan Osborne is a shy security specialist
working in the family business. By night, as a Sentinel, she fulfils a greater family legacy and
battles the criminals who threaten Chastilian's peace. Erith Baylor, a fiery young woman with
her own secrets to hide, is drawn to Pagan's quiet charm and silent strength. But with so many
secrets between them, their attraction could break the ties of family and finally reveal the truth
behind the mask.
As a little girl, Willow Mazer always knew in her heart that life had something more in store for
her than what she had heard and read in fairytales. She knew that aside from the fantasy of
marriage, family, and white picket fences, something inside was challenging her to find her
own truth. Willow is now in her early thirties, and what she thinks is an innocent trip to Florida
to visit her dying grandmother actually turns into a transformational experience a journey into
what defines not just love for another, but love for one self. She learns the greatest lesson on
earth unconditional love. ******************************************** If you love hearing stories
about signs and things that cant be coincidences, keep reading. Willow will bring you goose
bumps and remind your heart of Gods universal truth.

THE COURSE OF TRUE LOVE NEVER DID RUN SMOOTH ... WILLIAM
SHAKESPEARE What could be sexier than a smoking-hot Russian man built like a
brick house? One who is so into you... High on a hot, romantic love affair, young and
pretty Kallie Margolis has everything—almost. She has a beautiful house, all the money
she needs, and the undivided attention of the most magnificent man she could ever
imagine. Only, she doesn’t have to just imagine him because Sasha Petrov is
gorgeous, larger than life, unbelievable in bed, and very real. Sasha is also the one who
unwittingly helped ruin everything Kallie once had, and still she fell for him. He earns his
living on the mean streets of Baltimore in ways Kallie doesn’t want to know. She turns
her head even though she was once a victim of his wicked ways. But their animal need
for one another rockets them way beyond all that, and they have the time of their lives
as Sasha makes it all up to her. Just when the world could not get rosier, their passion
more off the hook, the bottom threatens to drop out. Has Sasha played Kallie for a fool?
Is he going to take her for another ride? Or can Kallie trust the sensual bad boy when
he says his for love her, not a life of crime, is what drives him? Just About Series: About
Love About Truth About Forever
Get THREE variety sports short stories with a collection 30 bonus romance stories
inside! Luck Out -Pregnancy Football RomanceBetty Banks is pregnant when she
discovers that her husband, Ronnie Banks has been cheating on her. He is a football
player and one day a friend of hers tells her that she has just spotted him with another
woman. Betty also has a private investigator out there looking for any dirt on Ronnie's
activities. After her best friend, Anita, tips her off, Betty heads for the stadium where her
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husband is playing. She arrives late, and her investigator sends her pictures of her
husband making love to another woman. She gets so affected by the information, that
even when she finally spots her husband with another woman, she is too weak to
confront them.Ronnie's best friend and fellow footballer, Mike, has always had a crush
on Betty, and when he discovers that Ronnie is cheating on her, he uses it to his
advantage. They end up at his apartment, and he ends up having sinful sex with his
best friend's pregnant wife. Now the issue is, after tasting the honey outside the pot, will
Betty be able to go back to Ronnie, or will she choose to remain with her husband's
best friend?Hunter in the Flight-Basketball and Dragon Shifter RomanceScarlet never
thought her interview with NBA star Cody Jacobson would turn into what it did.But after
a fiery interview with the man, she caught a glimpse of him, and not only that she
learned that his life wasn't as pretty as it seemed. In fact, he had his own secrets that
he didn't want to say, but he seemed to feel something for Scarlet that he didn't with
others.On their first date, he gets the idea to show her his true form, which is a dragon
shifter. For Scarlet, this is shocking, but at the same time morbid curiosity starts to get
the best of her, and soon, she wants to be around him. But of course, someone who
saw him in that manner caught him on tape, and he plans to use it as blackmail to get
Cody to throw the game. Will they be able to work things out? Or is this the end of his
championship chances? Passionate Fly Ball -Baseball and Lion Shifter
RomanceVanessa Birdle gets lost one evening during a storm after watching a baseball
game late into the night. The weather is stormy and visibility is bad as she heads back
to her newly acquired ranch and she misses her road and takes a wrong turn, leading
her to a wild part of the frontier. She could hear wild animals howling outside and she
freaks out even more when her engine suddenly sputters and dies. She began to freak
out, especially when she saw red fierce eyes in the dark of the night. Suddenly
something happens so fast and the wild animals disappear. Before she can tell what is
happening, Ethan Parker walks out of the darkness and helps her fix her car, explaining
that he lives nearby. He is the captain of the baseball team that she was cheering, a
handsome guy with an athletic body.Ethan Parker is a baseball player and also a lion
shifter. After a Friday match, he decides to head off to his ranch, where he can be
himself without the fear of humans finding out his real identity. While running out in the
rain, he sees a woman in distress and goes to her rescue. She turns out to be a sexy
woman that gets him turned on in every way. He helps her back to his house and they
end up making love. She later finds out that he is a lion shifter and is intrigued by the
idea.WARNING: This book contains mature language and content intended for 18+
readers only!
When a teenaged con artist realizes that she looks like an age-enhanced photo of a
missing child, she decides to pull the ultimate con--until she begins to suspect she may
actually be the missing child.
The eighteenth century saw the first significant phase of cultural interchange between
Britain and Germany. This study examines the part played in this process by women
writers, who were entering the literary world in large numbers for the first time. It asks
whether women - as readers, translators, and authors - were particularly receptive to
the work of other women, and whether a cross-cultural female literary tradition emerged
during the period. The study offers a detailed case-study of the German writer
Benedikte Naubert, now known for her collection of fairy-tales but also a prolific
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novelist. It looks first at Naubert's engagement with English literature, that is to say at
her numerous translations of English novels, and at the ways in which Anglophilia
influenced the production of her own fiction. It establishes how Naubert's interest in
England and English literature was related to her position as a woman writer. It then
examines the reception of her novels and stories in Britain, questioning how far the
response to her texts can be linked to issues of gender. Naubert's work is compared
throughout to that of other women writers, and the study thus sheds new light on the
extent to which cross-cultural interchange influenced the development of women's
writing in both countries.
With special attention to the Romantic poets from Wordsworth and Coleridge down to
Pound and Eliot, distinguished scholar Marion Montgomery explores the disorientation
of image and metaphor from reality. The book focuses on the virtues and limits of the
intuitive intellect as they are explicated by Thomas Aquinas in relational intellect, and
the 'Romantic' poet's dependence upon the intuitive and rational modes of intellectual
action, two species of 'romanticism' centering in presumptuous autonomy emerge: that
of the poet and that of the scientist.
This book contains twelve penetrating case-studies written by scholars from various
disciplines. They focus on the use of deceit by several groups of people in different
spheres of life, as well as on its representation in literary and artistic genres, and its
conceptualization in philosophical and rhetorical discourses.
Why are sex and jewelry, particularly rings, so often connected? Why do rings
continually appear in stories about marriage and adultery, love and betrayal, loss and
recovery, identity and masquerade? What is the mythology that makes finger rings
symbols of true (or, as the case may be, untrue) love? The cross-cultural distribution of
the mythology of sexual rings is impressive--from ancient India and Greece through the
Arab world to Shakespeare, Marie Antoinette, Wagner, nineteenth-century novels,
Hollywood, and the De Beers advertising campaign that gave us the expression,
-Diamonds Are Forever.- Each chapter of The Ring of Truth, like a charm on a charm
bracelet, considers a different constellation of stories: stories about rings lost and found
in fish; forgetful husbands and clever wives; treacherous royal necklaces; fake jewelry
and real women; modern women's revolt against the hegemony of jewelry; and the
clash between common sense and conventional narratives about rings. Herein lie
signet rings, betrothal rings, and magic rings of invisibility or memory. The stories are
linked by a common set of meanings, such as love symbolized by the circular and
unbroken shape of the ring: infinite, constant, eternal--a meaning that the stories often
prove tragically false. While most of the rings in the stories originally belonged to men,
or were given to women by men, Wendy Doniger shows that it is the women who are
important in these stories, as they are the ones who put the jewelry to work in the plots.
Looking for heart-racing romance and breathless suspense? Want stories filled with life-anddeath situations that cause sparks to fly between adventurous, strong women and brave,
powerful men? Harlequin® Romantic Suspense brings you all that and more with four new fulllength titles for one great price every month! PROTECTING THE COLTON BRIDE The
Coltons of Oklahoma • by Elle James Megan Talbot needs money—fast—and the only way to
get her inheritance is to marry. Her wealthy rancher boss has his own agenda when he
proposes a marriage of convenience, but as Megan is targeted by an assassin, family secrets
must be exposed. A WANTED MAN Cold Case Detectives • by Jennifer Morey Haunted by his
past, Kadin Tandy moves to Wyoming to open his own investigative fi rm. His new client,
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Penny Darden, suspects someone close to her is a killer. As they hunt for answers and she
falls for the rugged PI, they both learn the depths of healing, love…and true danger. AGENT
ZERO by Lilith Saintcrow He’s the most dangerous man terminally ill Holly Candless will ever
meet—and he’ll do anything to keep her safe. But it’s a race against time, since only a top
secret government program stands between her and a slow, sure death…. THE SECRET KING
Conspiracy Against the Crown • by C.J. Miller After a tragic loss and an ensuing royal battle,
the princess of Acacia must choose between her heart and her duty. But the man who comes
to protect her and whom she starts to love has a dark, twisted secret that could destroy them
both. Look for 4 heart-racing new stories every month from Harlequin® Romantic Suspense!
Julie, striving to become a doctor, finds a man severely wounded in the woods. His name is
Christian. She treats him as her patient, but special feelings for him start to grow, as she
spends more time with him. But it seems he has a big secret he’s hiding from her…?
Romance Box Set - Three Romantic Suspense Thrillers Deadly Fun - Take a cruise with a
beautiful sleuth to the Caribbean with her boss. Also aboard is a deadly Mafia family. Envision
collision? Deadly Memories - When Andrea is in a car accident after a posh Hollywood party
and can't remember how it happened, a chain of events enfolds, leading to her marriage to an
Ambassador's son in France. But what she can't remember might kill her. Midnight Reflections
- When Julia's brother goes missing she has to find out what happened. She finds help from a
handsome mechanic. But he's hiding his identity and has secrets he won't reveal. Can she
trust him?
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